Time Management for Microsoft Dynamics®

Time Management
for Microsoft Dynamics
DynaTime collects employee time, manufacturing process
data, and warehouse activity when it happens. It feeds this
information directly into your Microsoft Dynamics
manufacturing, sales order or job costing system. The
result is the real time data collection of time and work
completed – right from the source.

DynaTime has
several modes, each for
a specific industry and function
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Yes

Yes

Improve Supervision. Save time by allowing supervisors to
review production labor detail online.

Job Shop

Yes

Yes

Increase Job Accuracy. Eliminate key entry errors of time
posting to incorrect projects or tasks.
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Yes

Yes
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Why Improve Time Management?

Save Administrative Time. Stop entering time manually into
payroll and upload it automatically. Eliminate paper
timesheets. Stop calculating overtime by hand.
Increase Customer Service. See in real time who is working
on what jobs; use actual job labor content to estimate
completion dates for the customer.
Find Estimating Problems. Compare actual labor against
estimates and isolate estimating problems.
Yes
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DynaTime

facilitates

labor

time collection by providing realtime

recording

of

employees

scanning into work or starting
work on a job. It batches time for
supervisor review, correction, or
posting into various payroll and
Dynamics job costing end points.
Use DynaTime attendance mode
to collect time and attendance
Information. Send this as a timesheet to your payroll system through the
payroll interface.
®“We have implemented DynaTime in all of our

Afterwords, switch to job scanning mode and help

automate the manufacturing process by scanning labor and material data

locations across the country. The employees
adapted easily and we have realized significant
improvements in the efficiency and accuracy of our
time collection process.”

collection directly from the shop floor.

Pat Marsteller, Sparks Exhibits
http://www.sparksonline.com
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Dynamics GP, Dynamics SL, Dynamics
NAV (Great Plains, Solomon, Navision)
Hardware Devices: AML KDT900,
®
®
Windows PC, Windows Mobile
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